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The findings contained in this document are based on discussions between the
Consortium members and participants in the workshop held in Graz (Feb 2014) and
during the study visit in Girona (June 2014) as well as further conversations between
the individual parties.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
This Tempus project aims at establishing Knowledge Transfer Units (KTU) at each
Ukrainian Partner University (PCU), fully equipping them and putting them in function.
This work package (1) will serve as the basis for all other activities within the project.
This document contains the overall (core) strategy equally applicable for all the
participating PCUs and a tailor made strategy for each PCU that will be adapted in
course of the project, if needed.
The development of the KTU Strategy is based on experiences and best practice
examples of the EU partners and builds on measures that already exist at respective
PCUs (Partner Country Universities).
In order to elaborate the KTU Strategy, a development process consisting of 4
stages has been applied as described below:
1) Collection of experiences and needs (Dec. 13 - Feb. 14):
In order to collect experiences from EU and Ukrainian partners, a questionnaire was
distributed to all university partners of the consortium (P1 – FHJ, P3 – BME, P4 –
UdG, P5 – KTH, P6 – ISTU, P7 – KhAI, P8 – SIBUABNBU/UBS-NBU, P9 – KhNU,
P10 – KSMA, P11 – DSTU) prior to the Kick-Off meeting in Graz in February 2014 to
carry out the needs analysis and start the development process as early as possible.
Questions answered by EU University Partners:


Please describe and document with facts and data (if available) the initial and
existing organizational units in charge of Technology Transfer (Year
established; Start and current: functions, staff number/competencies, services,
external partners, organizational position)



Please describe your KTU functions and instruments (short presentation, max
1 page)



What kind of best practices did your KTU initially use? (Please named the
origin locations of the best practices if there’s any)



Please describe the 3 most important/relevant internal instruments,
procedures, methods, approaches implemented by research support,
technology or knowledge transfer functions etc. at your university. Also
describe how this could be shared with and used by other universities in the
Ukraine (max 1 page summary per point).



What key challenges, difficulties where you facing by the establishment and at
the development of your KTU? (in the past and currently: financial,
external/internal legal issues, acceptance, interest/motivation)



What kind of support does your KTU get from the university (on
central/faculty/department level)? Is there any dedicated external support?
(Please list the continuous –basic- and occasional support as well)
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Questions answered by PCUs:


Please describe and document with facts and data (if available) the existing
organizational units in charge of (max 1 page summary per point)



Please describe the 3 most important/relevant internal instruments,
procedures, methods, approaches implemented by research support,
technology or knowledge transfer functions etc. at your university. Also,
describe how this could be shared with and used by other universities in the
Ukraine (max 1 page summary per point).



In which area, or at which functional department would the installation of a
KTU at your university be best suited? (Describe the existing functional units
and the reasons and considerations for your choice)



Please describe the legal framework related to knowledge transfer generally
and within the university (acts, university rules, tasks of the university).



What are the key challenges expected when implementing a KTU at your
university?



What competences, capacities, processes, procedures, methods, instruments,
etc. do we need to support a successful KTU at your university?

2) Workshop at the Kick-off meeting and Study Visit in Graz (Feb. 2014)
During the kick-off meeting and first Study Visit of the project (at FHJ, Graz, February
2014), all partners presented their findings from elaborating and answering the
questionnaire to exchange the experiences and needs. This created a common
understanding and overview of the current State-of-the-Art at all partner institutions of
the project.
Building on this, a workshop was conducted in which the overall strategy was
discussed and jointly agreed on. The minimum / core activities of every KTU, internal
and external KTU Target Groups and recommendations where the KTU shall be
established within the respective universities hierarchy have been agreed. This
overall strategy shall not be changed or modified. It is somehow the minimum
common to all our KTU offices that will be established in the project. Partner
universities are free to add, but the minimum will be required. Build upon this core
strategy, the specific KTU strategies have been discussed in break out groups. The
specific strategies are adaptions and supplements serving the needs and potentials
of the PCUs. At the end of the workshop, each group provided a short written
summary of the results of the discussion with a first outline of the specific KTU
strategy.
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3) Development of the specific KTU strategies (March – June 2014)
With the findings from the workshop, each PCU started to identify potential legal
issues for establishing the KTUs and hiring staff. A second questionnaire was
elaborated by the EU partners to help the PCUs to elaborate their specific strategy: It
included 6 sections with questions and recommendations. In addition, the
questionnaire already covered preparatory work for the next steps and work
packages of the project:
1. MISSION STATEMENT FOR YOUR KTU
Please describe the mission of the KTU at your university. Your KTU mission
statement should be a short text that answers the following questions:
•
Why is the KTU in operation?
•
Who are your customers? What can you do for them that will support their
activities and contribute to their success – now and in the future?
•
What image of your KTU do you want to convey? Customers, suppliers,
employees and the public will all have perceptions of your KTU. How will
you create the desired picture?
•
What is the nature of your products and services? What factors determine
the level of offerings and their quality? Consider how these relate to the
reasons for your KTUs existence. How will all this change over time?
•
What level of service do you provide? Most organizations believe they offer
“the best service available”, but do your customers agree? Do not be
vague; define what makes your service so extraordinary.
•
What roles does the KTU and its employees play? Wise captains develop a
leadership style that organises, challenges and recognizes employees.
•
What kind of relationships will you maintain with the rest of the world?
Every KTU is in partnership with other units in the organization as well as
the outside world. When you succeed, so do they.
•
How will you use technology, capital, processes, products and services to
reach your goals? A description of your strategy will keep your energies
focused on your goals.
•
What underlying philosophies or values guided your responses to the
previous questions? Some organizations choose to list these separately.
Writing them down clarifies the "why" behind your mission.
2. EMBEDDING YOUR
STRUCTURE
•

•

KTU

IN

THE

UNIVERSITY’S

ORGANISATIONAL

Please provide an overview on where your KTU is intended to be placed in
the existing organizational structure. The aim is to place the KTU at as high
a level as possible. The closer to the rectorate the better for the long term
sustainable operation of the KTU.
Provide a short text explaining the organizational structure, the embedding
in the existing organization, the links with other units and the
responsibilities within the hierarchy of the university. Provide also a
graphical overview in the form of an organizational chart.
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3. KTU PRODUCT & SERVICES CATALOGUE
This section is intended to give a complete overview what the final KTU offerings in
terms of products, services and activities. It takes into account that your organization
already covers some areas and intends to integrate existing initiatives under the KTU
umbrella:
•

Please provide a list of functions/products/services other organizational
units in your university covered already and describe if and how those can
be integrated under the roof of the KTU (Annotation: an overview table was
provided with a list of activities and partners could chose between options
“product/service at start” and “will be developed in the course of the
project”.)

•

Please list the functions that your KTU intends to cover in addition to what
exists at the university already. (Annotation: an overview table was
provided with a list of functions and partners could chose between options
“product/service at start” and “will be developed in the course of the
project”.)

4. LEGAL & REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
•
•
•
•

Please describe the regulatory situation in your university on establishing
and running a KTU.
Which approvals do you need (rectorate, senate, etc.)?
Which overall policies on national, regional or organizational level need to
be taken into account (IPR policy, invention disclosure, etc. )?
Which organizational or legal regulations and laws are governing the KTU?

5. PRACTICAL TOOLS FOR KTU
Consider the following exemplary list of tools, guides, forms and regulations that may
be needed in the operations of the KTU. Describe briefly what exists at your
university, how it can/will be used by the KTU and what needs to be developed still in
the future. Feel free to add additional items to the list or remove those that are not
relevant in your context or for your selected KTU activities & services. Then let us
know what additional tools you will need to successfully implement the KTU activities
& services. (Annotation: an overview table was provided with a list of practical tools
and explanation for each of them)
•
What tools exist?
•
What additional tools will your KTU need?
6. STAFF
A table was provided with an overview of selected job profiles related to the KTU.
Select those that will be needed to cover the activities and operations of your specific
KTU and add additional roles and profiles if needed.
Provide answers on the availability of those required skills and competences. You
may also consider that one person or staff member can cover MORE THAN ONE
role and then has to provide multiple competences and backgrounds.
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4) Finalization (June – July 2014):
All PCUs issued the questionnaire. WP leader P3-BME compiled all the results and
developed the first version of the KTU Strategy Development document. This version
was presented and discussed during the Study Visit in Girona in June 2014. With the
findings from the discussion and the inputs and ideas collected from the Study Visit,
each PCU conducted a final revision of their strategy. The EU partners added
recommendations for them. After integrating the revised strategy by P3-BME, P2 WUS did the final quality assurance review of the whole KTU Strategy Development
Document and added recommendations from their side by 31 July 2014.
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1.2 Specific introduction
The outputs of university research are inevitably early-stage and rarely close to
market. It takes many years for university projects to be incorporated into successful
products and services. There are two consequences stemming from this: (1) the
sooner you start the better, so that the resources can develop and grow to a sufficient
level to become self-standing; and (2) having started it is essential to continue a
programme for many years until the benefits can be understood and appreciated.
Time may be the greatest predictor of success for a KTU. In other words, the longer a
KTU operates, the better will be its cumulative results and performance measures.
This makes sense intuitively:
as innovations, patent applications, license agreements, etc. are added cumulatively
each year to the institution’s portfolio, there is a greater chance that a fraction of
these will eventually generate some returns.
It takes a long time to demonstrate the success of a knowledge transfer programme.
It is too common for a programme to start, be stopped after a couple of years, and to
be considered unsuccessful. A two or three year government programme is highly
unlikely to achieve sustainability.
Institutions should be prepared to subsidize the office for many years to come. A
commitment to support a KTU is more than a two- or three-year financial obligation.
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2 COMMON KTU STRATEGY
This chapter includes the common elements of the establishment strategy of the six
Knowledge Transfer Units.
The goal of the project is to establish interface units, so called Knowledge Transfer
Units (KTUs) in six Ukrainian universities to support mutually beneficial collaborations
between universities, industries and communities (government agencies/Non
Governmental Organizations (NGOs)/public sector).

KTUs are supposed to provide almost the same service portfolio as a platform for the
exchange of tangible and intangible intellectual property, expertise, learning and
skills between university, industry and the community.
The forms of interactions may include joint research, consultancy, education, training,
graduate development, conferences, sharing of physical facilities and student
placements.
Universities should effectively engage with industry and community towards mutually
beneficial initiatives with the roles played by:


University: able to incorporate relevant and up to date knowledge from
industry and the community into their teaching, learning, research and
consultancy activities.



Industry: can utilise the resources of universities to enhance their business
capability and economic activities.



Community: can benefit from the knowledge generated in university to
improve quality of life within the community.



Graduate/Postgraduate Intern: enhance their personal and professional
development

2.1.1 Objective of KTUs
The main objective of the establishment of KTUs is to recognise and promote the
transfer of knowledge via the exchange of creative and innovative ideas, research
findings, experiences and skills between universities, research organizations,
industries, government agencies and the wider community.
The Knowledge Transfer Units (KTU) to be established during the project will be
considered as a service unit to the university citizens. The basic (minimum) activity
areas of KTU as a service are the followings:


Networking interface of university, a contact point for and to
companies/external partners with special focus on knowledge transfer to
the wider society (lifelong learning programmes, trainings and seminars)
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R&D project
management)



Internal consultancy to assist university innovation to market
(commercialization) and internal evaluation (IP management and market
research)

development

(grant

writing)

and

support

(project

2.1.2 Mission statement
The KTU serves as an interface between the university and the “outside world”
helping university citizens (teachers, researchers, students) with appropriate
knowledge transfer services to market their innovation and competencies.

2.1.3 Main goal
As a university interface KTU enables the development and improvement of the
quality of products, services and technologies to be shared for mutual benefits
between the stakeholders i.e. university, industry, community and the
graduate/postgraduate interns.

2.1.4 Target Groups
Internal:


University teachers, professors



Researchers



Students

External


Business Partners



R&D Institutes



International Funding Agencies



Government



Alumni

2.1.5 Policies and procedures
Overall policies related to KTU’s operation:


The Law of Ukraine "On higher education" (News of Supreme Council,
2014, N 37-38, cl.2004)



The Law of Ukraine "On scientific and scientific and technical activity"
(News of Supreme Council, 1992, N 12, p. 165)



The Law of Ukraine "On copyright and related rights" (News of Supreme
Council, 1994, N 13, p.64)



The Law of Ukraine "On protection of rights to inventions and utility
models" (News of Supreme Council, 1994, N 7, p 32)
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The Law of Ukraine "On scientific parks" (News of Supreme Council, 2009,
N 51, p. 757)



The Law of Ukraine "On special regime of innovation activity of
technological parks" (News of Supreme Council, 1999, N 40, p.363)



The Law of Ukraine "On development and state support of small and
medium enterprises in Ukraine (News of Supreme Council, 2013, № 3, p.
23)



The Commercial Code of Ukraine (News of Supreme Council, 2003, № 18,
№ 19-20, № 21-22, p. 144

There are a number of areas in which clear policy is required within the University so
the rules and regulations are unambiguously set out. These include: ownership of
intellectual property generated by university staff and students; transfer of rights
between university and researchers; revenue sharing arrangements; arrangements
for formation of spin-off companies; identifying and managing conflicts of interest;
dispute resolution framework.
There are three requirements for a successful policy framework:


Setting down the rules



Providing Resources to help



Sharing the proceedings

Exemplary list of tools, guides, forms and regulations that may be needed in the
operations of the KTUs and for the successful implementation of their activities &
services
Name

Description
property Describes policies relating to intellectual property

Intellectual
policy
Other related policies

Policies for, e.g., use of facilities and employees by
spin-offs
Royalties
distribution Sets share of income received by inventor, inst., dept.,
schedule
lab
Technology
transfer Describes the technology transfer processes for
guides
personnel
Invention
disclosure Initial form describing the invention to KTU
form
Material
transfer
agreement
Originality of invention
assessment
Invention
assessment
sheet
Return of right letter

Sets conditions of use and IP ownership related to
materials sent to a 3rd party
Procedure to assess whether invention is truly
innovative and original
Scoreboard for evaluating inventions

Letter by which the institution gives up rights to the
invention
Non
confidential Invention description that can be freely circulated
summary
during marketing stage
Inventor spin-off option Pledge that institution will guarantee preferential rights
form
to spin-off formed by the inventor
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Business plan template
Term sheet

Guide for a founder for writing a business plan
Terms agreed-upon during negotiations with potential
licensee
License agreement
Legal document based on conditions agreed in the
term sheet
Share
of
income Agreement between multiple inventors on distribution
agreement
of income
Royalty report
Keeps track of royalties distributed
According to the new KTU establishment, all the existing policies and forms must be
revised and improved, especially the intellectual property policy and technology
transfer guide.
The system for managing innovations should be easily understood, and transparent
policies should guide the implementation of the institution’s mission statement.
Defining the ownership of intellectual property (IP) resulting from institutional
research must be at the very heart of the institution’s policy. A disposition of
ownership can take many forms, but the disposition must be defined clearly without
question or ambiguity.

2.1.6 Organization and staffing
The successful knowledge and technology transfer offices are independent (i.e., not
part of an existing administrative office of the university) with a business
entrepreneurial focus. They understand that they must create and support an
environment that encourages the disclosure of inventions and where the benefits
from disclosure are understood and the inventors are willing participants in the
technology transfer process.
The more such benefits are known within your university community, the more likely it
is that inventions will be disclosed and inventors will actively assist in the technology
transfer process.
It is important that the KTUs have a certain kind of freedom to operate and in most of
the cases the established KTUs could reach this freedom by implementing their
operation with the involvement of the university’s management or more specific with
the rector’s office itself. As a new university body, the KTU should be at a high level
in the university’s organisation and its steering mechanisms should be as direct as
possible (rector, vice rector).
Staffing a KTU is a major challenge. Engaging the right individual or individuals to
operate the office often is the factor that determines failure or success. At the
beginning, employees working already on tasks related to the university’s technology
transfer processes will contribute to KTU’s operations.
KTU employees need to bring many different competencies and qualifications to their
jobs: they need to have a good technical understanding of their fields of activity, and
corresponding training and degrees (in engineering, management etc.) are essential.
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KTU staff needs to be able to understand the interests of scholars and faculty as well
as the needs of managers and engineers and know the industry in order to be
effective in assessing the commercial potential and value of an invention, helping to
find users/customers for their technologies, negotiating and concluding contracts.
Two staff member would be the fewest number of positions to start with the
establishment of a KTU. The head of unit (director) and an administrator are the
minimal requirement to start the implementation. The following table shows the key
roles and the related job descriptions with the appropriate needs of competencies
The following table provides an overview of the commonly selected job profiles
related to the KTUs. Additional roles and profiles could be listed at this section of the
tailored strategy paper of KTU by the university.
In the last column KTUs were supposed to indicate the availability of required skills
and competences.
It must be considered that one person or staff member can cover more than one role
in the KTU and could provide multiple competences and backgrounds.
KTU Roles

Job description

Director
(head
of
unit)





Leads KTU team
Oversees all KTU operation
Perform
licensing
and
marketing activity



Licensing
manager



Monitors and evaluates
projects
Functions as a major
liaison to scientists
Manages
license
relationships
Links
scientists
with
industry
leaders
and
managers
Prepares business plans
Evaluates the institutions,
business opportunities
Oversees IP protection in
collaboration with external
patent attorneys





Legal

☐ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities

Supports the technology,
marketing activities
Manages internal marketing
– promotion of KTU within
the institution



Marketing,
science,
communications

☐ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities



Business
manager





Patent
manager



Marketing
manager




Background





Extensive
licensing
or
business
experience,
science
background
Prior
licensing
experience
Variety
of
backgrounds,
mostly
science
and legal
Business building
experience

Availability and
fits
☐ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
☐ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
☐ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
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2.1.7 Services/Operations
Once the primary mission of the KTU is defined and agreed to, the next step is to
clarify what services the KTU will provide and what services it will not support. The
KTU should do an inventory what resources it has within the KTU and what
resources it may call upon within the university and in the surrounding community in
pursuing its mission.
The following table lists the main activities KTUs may perform and indicates
a.) which services already exist at the university and can be integrated into KTUs (☒)
and
b.) new services the KTU intends to shape up during its establishment (☒).
Activity

a.) Exists and
integrable into KTU

b.) KTU intends to
shape up

Technology transfer
Innovation support
Entrepreneurship
Networking
Contact point for companies
Lifelong learning
Training seminars
IPR management
Curriculum development/support
Research project
development/support
Grant writing
Legal support
Internal consultancy to go on
market
Internal evaluation
Market research
Investor relations
Publication support
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3 INDIVIDUAL KTU STRATEGIES
This chapter provides practical and tailored guidance based on the mentioned
workshop and questionnaires to each of the participating universities for creating a
proactive KTU.

3.1 P6 – ISTU – International Scientific and Technical
University
3.1.1 Focus
A modern higher education institution requires a wide range of support for innovative
technologies, products and techniques for a successful functioning and development
in a globalized world. In order to fulfil this demand it is necessary to create a
knowledge transfer unit within the university. Knowledge transfer is intended to
provide the distribution of technologies, experiences, best practices and skills from
university to customers: SMEs, plants, factories, governmental and nongovernmental organizations and the wider society.
The formally established KTU has been considered as a service unit to the university
citizens. The basic (minimum) activity areas of KTU as a service are the followings:


Networking interface of university, a contact point for and to
companies/external partners with special focus on knowledge transfer to
the wider society (lifelong learning programmes, trainings and seminars)



R&D project
management)



Internal consultancy to assist university innovation to market
(commercialization) and internal evaluation (IP management and market
research)

development

(grant

writing)

and

support

(project

The KTU unit works with two target groups:


Teaching staff, researchers and students of ISTU mainly and also from
other Universities;



Business partners, employers (representatives of industrial enterprises,
SME), governmental and non-governmental organizations, business
angels and incubators/accelerators, technical and research parks, alumni
etc.

The KTU focuses on monitoring and research of domestic and international market
tendencies in high tech and industrial fields. The main goals of KTU are: to identify
the best quality research and the best practices of monetization of research results;
to translate new research findings into community-based enjoyment.
With this object the Unit will bring university community, study investigators and
business partners together to exchange information, to develop better processes and
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practices improving the communication among each other and to develop potentially
attractive research projects.
It will contribute to the organization of scientific and research conferences and
workshops, facilitate knowledge dissemination to the wider society, and improve the
involvement of the key stakeholders. Furthermore, the Unit will document research
results in a way that is directly useable for interested business partners and
community, provide a communications platform and specific support for start-up and
spin-off creation.

3.1.2 Mission statement
The KTU serves as a focal point of R&D in the field of applied sciences to transfer
knowledge and technologies, and to foster communication between university
researchers and students from different departments about the business aspects of
their activities.
Additional mission components:
The KTU


provides support to increase the business potential of the university
research groups (URG) with the purpose of long-term cooperation with the
industry;



provides services to increase the URGs’ capabilities to produce market
ready solutions from which the wider society could benefit;



helps the teaching staff, researchers and students of ISTU to take proactive roles in the innovation process;



contributes directly to bridge the gap between basic research and
development;



promotes regional economic growth and the creation of new work places.

3.1.3 Main goals
The KTU will search for potential business partners and appropriate research groups
within the university in order to start new projects and develop final products,
solutions for the community. This includes the followings:


To facilitate the transfer of knowledge and innovative technology generated
by the community of university into new products and services for
community use and benefit.



To promote national, regional and local economic growth and job creation.



To reward, retain and recruit faculty and graduate students.



To create (new) relationships with industry for long-term cooperation.



To generate net royalty income for KTU, inventors and ISTU.
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To generate new funding support for ISTU and its departments from
sponsored and contracted research, consultancy opportunities and
donations of money or equipment.



To serve as a service centre of ISTU for university departments,
researchers, staff members and students in the field of Intellectual
Property, event organisation (conferences, seminars, workshops) and
consulting assistance on request.



To actively facilitate the formation of university based start-up and spin-off
companies.

3.1.3.1 Area of specialization

KTU at ISTU will give support to all demanded inquires related to knowledge transfer
within the university and its ecosystem but the core activities will focus on the
following areas of specialization:


Industrial solutions,



Energy (oil and gas field),



Medical rehabilitative equipment (for persons with disabilities),



IT.

3.1.4 Policies and procedures
Overall policies related to KTU’s operation:


The Law of Ukraine "On higher education" (News of Supreme Council,
2014, N 37-38, cl.2004)



The Law of Ukraine "On scientific and scientific and technical activity"
(News of Supreme Council, 1992, N 12, p. 165)



The Law of Ukraine "On copyright and related rights" (News of Supreme
Council, 1994, N 13, p.64)



The Law of Ukraine "On protection of rights to inventions and utility
models" (News of Supreme Council, 1994, N 7, p 32)



The Law of Ukraine "On scientific parks" (News of Supreme Council, 2009,
N 51, p. 757)



The Law of Ukraine "On special regime of innovation activity of
technological parks" (News of Supreme Council, 1999, N 40, p.363)



The Law of Ukraine "On development and state support of small and
medium enterprises in Ukraine (News of Supreme Council, 2013, № 3, p.
23)



The Commercial Code of Ukraine (News of Supreme Council, 2003, № 18,
№ 19-20, № 21-22, p. 144
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Existing policies and guidelines:
Name
Intellectual property
policy
Technology transfer
guides

Description
Describes policies relating to intellectual property
Describes the technology transfer processes for
personnel

Policies that need to be developed:
Name
Invention
disclosure
form
Originality of invention
assessment
Non
confidential
summary

Description
Initial form describing the invention to KTU
Procedure to assess whether invention is truly
innovative and original
Invention description that can be freely circulated
during marketing stage

Existing forms, reports, agreements:
Name
Material transfer
agreement
Invention assessment
sheet
Return of right letter
Business plan template
Share of income
agreement
Royalty report

Description
Sets conditions of use and IP ownership related to
materials sent to a 3rd party
Scoreboard for evaluating inventions
Letter by which the institution gives up rights to the
invention
Guide for a founder on writing a business plan
Agreement between multiple inventors on distribution
of income
Keeps track of royalties distributed

Forms, reports, agreements that need to be developed:
Name
Invention disclosure
form
Material transfer
agreement
Originality of invention
assessment
Invention assessment
sheet
Return of right letter
Business plan template
Share of income
agreement
Royalty report

Description
Initial form describing the invention to KTU
Sets conditions of use and IP ownership related to
materials sent to a 3rd party
Procedure to assess whether invention is truly
innovative and original
Scoreboard for evaluating inventions
Letter by which the institution gives up rights to the
invention
Guide for a founder on writing a business plan
Agreement between multiple inventors on distribution
of income
Keeps track of royalties distributed
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According to the new KTU establishment all the existing policies and forms must be
revised and improved, especially the Intellectual property policy and the Technology
Transfer Guide.

3.1.5 Organization and staffing
The KTU was created as a separately integrated unit within the University.
The KTU establishes close relationships with existing structural units of the
university, utilizing their potential, experiences and practice for the implementation of
different services and providing knowledge transfer. KTU cooperates and partially
integrates the functions of the following units:


Scientific and Methodology Center,



Oil and Gas Engineering and Computer Science Department.

KTU will be a high level unit within the university, supervised by the Vice President of
ISTU.

President

Vice President
for educational &
methodical work

Educational and
Organization
Department

Linguistics and
Law
Department

Vice President
for scientific &
methodical work

Economics and
Management
Department

Vice Presidents…

Oil and Gas
Engineering and
Computer
Science
Department

Psychological and
Physical
Rehabilitation
Department

Scientific and
Methodical
Center
Credit and
Transfer Unit

ISTU College

Knowledge
Transfer Unit
1. Fig. Location level of KTU in ISTUI
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By the establishment a clear and transparent policy should guide the whole
implementation, especially deputing the supervising task and the reporting orders.
Staffing KTU is a major challenge. Engaging the right individual or individuals to
operate the office often is the factor that determines failure or success.
KTU employees need to bring many different competencies and qualifications to their
jobs: they need to have a good technical understanding of their fields of activity, and
corresponding training and degrees (in engineering, management etc.) are essential.
KTU staff needs to be able to understand the interests of scholars and faculty as well
as the needs of managers and engineers and know the industry in order to be
effective in assessing the commercial potential and value of an invention, helping to
find users/customers for their technologies, negotiating and concluding contracts.
KTU personnel will assist URG and students with managerial issues and market
research in order to develop and produce competitive products.
Two staff member would be the fewest number of positions to start with the
establishment of KTU. Six positions (13. Fig.) have been assigned to cover the
activities and operations of KTU.

2. Fig. Opening KTU positions at ISTU

The head of unit (director) and an administrator are the minimal requirement to start
the implementation. The following table shows the key roles and the related job
descriptions with the appropriate needs of competencies and the availability at ISTU.
KTU Roles
Director (head
of unit)

Job description
 Leads KTU team
 Oversees all KTU operation
 Perform
licensing
and
marketing activity

Patent
manager



Oversees IP protection in
collaboration with external
patent attorneys

Business
manager



Links scientists with
industry leaders and
managers
Prepares business plans
and models
Evaluates the institutions,
business opportunities




Background
 Extensive
licensing or
business
experience,
science
background
 Legal



Business
building
experience

Availability and fits
☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
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Marketing
manager




Web-designer



Technician



ISTU

Supports the technology,
marketing activities
Manages internal marketing
– promotion KTU within the
institution
Web Platform and Site
development



Marketing,
science,
communicatio
ns

☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities



Web Platform
and Site
development

Works with equipment



Practical
experience in
R&D projects
Engineering

☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities



Generally, neither scientists nor attorneys have the business skills necessary to
establish, organize, and manage a KTU. The director should have excellent
communication skills as well to effectively market innovations and to work
successfully with both internal constituents (researchers and administration) and
external partners (potential corporate licensees).
KTU operations require significant clerical and administrative support. Its activities
generate tremendous volumes of paper in the form of patent application drafts,
license agreements, project summaries, and marketing materials, as well as daily
correspondence with attorneys, potential licensees, and researchers. Project files
and filing systems must be prepared to manage the progress of ongoing work on
each innovation, which not only requires administrative support but also appropriate
computer and electronic database resources.
Unless the new KTU recruits an experienced technology transfer professional, the
new director and other staff members should be trained before operations begin.

3.1.6 Services/Operations
ISTU KTU will be considered as a service unit for the university citizens and for ISTU
academic community. The basic (minimum) activity areas of KTU as a service are the
followings:


Networking interface of university, a contact point for and to
companies/external partners with special focus on knowledge transfer to
the wider society (lifelong learning programmes, trainings and seminars)



R&D projects (grant writing) and support (project management)



Internal consultancy to assist university innovation to market
(commercialization) and internal evaluation (IP management and market
research)

Implementation of these services will contribute to the development of the knowledge
transfer support infrastructure, including the system of interaction with external
companies, organizations and academic institutions.
KTU helps to create effective research teams uniting representatives of various
activity spheres, scientific schools, departments and units of the University.
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The following table shows the already existing activities at ISTU that can be
integrated and the new ones KTU intends to shape up during the establishment.
Activity

Technology transfer
Innovation support
Entrepreneurship
Networking
Contact point for companies
Lifelong learning
Training seminars
IPR management
Curriculum development/support
Research project
development/support
Grant writing
Legal support
Internal consultancy to go on
market
Internal evaluation
Market research
Investor relations
Publication support

Exists and
integrable into KTU

KTU intends to
shape up

☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒

☒
☒

The KTU must control its communication on new services especially the ones without
any or with tight experiences to gain trust among the university citizens and to
enhance the reliability of its services. On the website of KTU and its brochures only
the proven opportunities must be visible even if it will be a very few at the beginning
of operation.
The most objective assessment of the offered services will be the positive
assessment of clients, and as a result, the growing demand for KTU’s services. The
demand, in turn, directly affects the sustainability of the KTU.
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3.2 P7 – KhAI – National Aerospace University
“Kharkiv Aviation Institute”
3.2.1 Focus
The Knowledge Transfer Unit (KTU) to be established will be considered as a service
unit to the university citizens. The basic (minimum) activity areas of KTU as a service
are the followings:


Networking interface of university, a contact point for and to
companies/external partners with special focus on knowledge transfer to
the wider society (lifelong learning programmes, trainings and seminars)



R&D project
management)



Internal consultancy to assist university innovation to market
(commercialization) and internal evaluation (IP management and market
research)

development

(grant

writing)

and

support

(project

Under the current economic and socio-political conditions, the basis for KTU’s
attractiveness like any other organization/company is stability and guarantee of
quality services and protection of intellectual property rights.
Creating an attractive image at the very beginning of KTU’s operation with
appropriate and quality services provides the best condition for sustainable and
dynamic development of the KTU.
Demand for assumed services and products of the KTU arose even before the
project start and were like an engine for its formation.
KTU´s attractive image will be formed on the basis of already existing positive
experiences gained in the implementation of technology transfer from the developer
to the consumer, creating a huge base of partners of the Technology Transfer Center
as a result of an earlier Tempus UNI4INNO project implementation; writing, filing and
implementation of more than 15 TEMPUS projects.
The International Innovations Transfer Network (IITN) in Ukraine is operating within
the university and administrated by KhAI. The strategic objectives of IITN are:


promoting innovative and science-driven technologies at the world market;



organizing a network of technical and commercial offices in CIS and EU
countries for research / commercial companies and groups



scientific and technical expertise on projects attracting leading national and
European experts;



providing organization and cooperation between research groups and
industry;



providing commercialization of research;



finding investors and partners for the implementation of innovative projects;



find the best technological and organizational solutions for the investor.
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IITN was created to promote mutually beneficial cooperation between developers and
investors. A developer is offered an opportunity to place a description of the personal
project/product/technology on IITN website 1 to promote them in foreign/native
markets or attract investments in case the project is in progress.
An investor, in the person of the company representative, is able to choose the
projects already placed or to send a request with the solution he/she is interested in.
Due to the wide international partnership basis, IITN promotes Ukrainian projects
abroad and EU technologies in Ukraine.
The target groups of KTU:


university teachers who acquire new audiences, not only among students
of related disciplines, but also among representatives of industry and
business wishing to improve their skills;



researchers of University Scientific and Research Department, who can
without unnecessary bureaucratic procedures implement their findings to
the training courses and workshops that are available for a wide audience;



students who have opportunities for receiving new, relevant information by
visiting trainings and seminars, meetings with business partners KTU potential employers for graduates.



Among the external target groups our existing and potential business
partners can be distinguished, which at first gain opportunity to implement
lifelong learning approach to improve the skills of their employees, and
secondly get the chance to learn earlier acquired technologies, using the
services offered by the KTU.



Researchers from third-party research organizations and universities
also get a chance to disseminate knowledge from researches among a
wide international audience of customers and partners of the KTU.

Employers will be able to choose the best qualified staff among students and
graduates who are not satisfied with the standard program of the university, but
intend to increase their level through participation in the KTU work and who also
attend seminars and trainings. International financing organizations will receive
much-needed knowledge/information about commercially attractive domestic
technologies, and thereby reduce their risks. In addition, our technology becomes
more attractive to investors, which is undoubtedly beneficial, including for the
government. In addition, the activities of the KTU will enhance the credibility of the
university at which it will operate, thereby helping the university administration in the
implementation of one of the main objectives - attracting the most talented
employees and applicants.

3.2.2 Mission statement
The KTU facilitates the commercialization of the intellectual property generated by
KhAI’s faculty, staff and students. This serves the public good by advancing
knowledge, by creating new and useful products, and by promoting economic
development via start-up ventures.
1

http://en.inno.net.ua/uslugi/
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3.2.3 Main goals
The KTU`s main task as a unit of university is to organize effective technology &
knowledge transfer and innovation support, together with strong networking capability
to foster cooperation with industry. Its activities include lifelong learning solutions,
trainings and seminars, support of research projects, grant writing and legal support.
3.2.3.1 Area of specialization

KTU KhAI will give support to all demanded inquires related to knowledge transfer
within the university and its ecosystem but the core activities will focus on the
following areas of specialization:


Industrial solutions,



Energetic,



Green technologies/energy savings,



Medical/Medicine.

3.2.4 Policies and procedures
Overall policies related to KTU’s operation:


The Law of Ukraine "On higher education" (News of Supreme Council,
2014, N 37-38, cl.2004)



The Law of Ukraine "On scientific and scientific and technical activity"
(News of Supreme Council, 1992, N 12, p. 165)



The Law of Ukraine "On copyright and related rights" (News of Supreme
Council, 1994, N 13, p.64)



The Law of Ukraine "On protection of rights to inventions and utility
models" (News of Supreme Council, 1994, N 7, p 32)



The Law of Ukraine "On scientific parks" (News of Supreme Council, 2009,
N 51, p. 757)



The Law of Ukraine "On special regime of innovation activity of
technological parks" (News of Supreme Council, 1999, N 40, p.363)



The Law of Ukraine "On development and state support of small and
medium enterprises in Ukraine (News of Supreme Council, 2013, № 3, p.
23)



The Commercial Code of Ukraine (News of Supreme Council, 2003, № 18,
№ 19-20, № 21-22, p. 144
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Existing policies and guidelines:
Name
Intellectual property
policy
Technology transfer
guides

Description
Describes policies relating to intellectual property
Describes the technology transfer processes for
personnel

Policies that need to be developed:
Name
Use of facilities policy
Royalties distribution
schedule

Description
Describes the use of facilities and employees of the
university by external partners
Sets share of income received by inventor, inst.,
dept., lab

Existing forms, reports, agreements:
Name
Invention
disclosure
form
Originality of invention
assessment
Non
confidential
summary

Description
Initial form describing the invention to KTU
Procedure to assess whether invention is truly
innovative and original
Invention description that can be freely circulated
during marketing stage

Forms, reports, agreements that need to be developed:
Name

Description
Material
transfer Sets conditions of use and IP ownership related to
agreement
materials sent to a 3rd party
Invention
assessment Scoreboard for evaluating inventions
sheet
Return of right letter

Letter by which the institution gives up rights to the
invention
Inventor spin-off option Pledge that institution will guarantee preferential rights
form
to spin-off formed by the inventor
Business plan template
Guide for a founder on writing a business plan
Term sheet
Terms agreed-upon during negotiations with potential
licensee
License agreement
Legal document based on conditions agree in the
term sheet
Share
of
income Agreement between multiple inventors on distribution
agreement
of income
Royalty report
Keeps track of royalties distributed
According to the new KTU establishment all the existing policies and forms must be
revised and improved, especially the technology transfer guide, originality of
invention assessment form and the non-confidential summary form.
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3.2.5 Organization and staffing
The Technology Transfer Centre (TTC) at KhAI was established in 2010 by the joint
agreement between KhAI and Otto von Guericke University in Magdeburg
(Germany). TTC is managed by trained staff, using modern equipment, and
supported by innovative tools, websites and databases on technology offers and
demands. The office is networked through the International Innovations Transfer
Network.
Knowledge transfer is the next step towards expanding the scope of activity of the
KhAI Technology Transfer Center and is the logical way of its development.
KTU will merge with TTC which has background and experiences in technology
transfer between well-developed networks of partners. KTU will strengthen and
complete TTC on a comprehensive manner. Premises, some of the equipments,
most of the tools have already been developed and tested at TTC and could be
successfully used for the realization of KTU goals.
KTU will be a high level unit within the university, reporting directly to the Rector.

3. Fig. Location level of KTU in KhAI

By the establishment a clear and transparent policy should guide the whole
implementation, especially deputing the supervising task and the reporting orders.
Staffing KTU is a major challenge. Engaging the right individual or individuals to
operate the office often is the factor that determines failure or success. As a start,
TTC’s employees will contribute to KTU’s operations.
KTU employees need to bring many different competencies and qualifications to their
jobs: they need to have a good technical understanding of their fields of activity, and
corresponding training and degrees (in engineering, management etc.) are essential.
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KTU staff needs to be able to understand the interests of scholars and faculty as well
as the needs of managers and engineers and know the industry in order to be
effective in assessing the commercial potential and value of an invention, helping to
find users/customers for their technologies, negotiating and concluding contracts.
Two staff member would be the fewest number of positions to start with the
establishment of the KTU. With the starting contributions of the experienced TTC
employees, the roles could be distributed among the staff member. Five positions (4.
Fig.) have been assigned to cover the activities and operations of KTU.

4. Fig. Opening KTU positions at KhAI

The head of unit (director) and an administrator are the minimal requirement to start
the implementation. The following table shows the key roles and the related job
descriptions with the appropriate needs of competencies and the availability at KhAI.
KTU Roles
Director
(head
of
unit)

Job description
 Leads KTU team
 Oversees all KTU operation
 Performs licensing and
marketing activity

Project
Manager



Provides
support
in
projects
development,
application
and
maintenance

Business
manager



Links
scientists
with
industry
leaders
and
managers
Prepares business plans
and models
Evaluates the institutions,
business opportunities
Supports the technology,
marketing activities
Manages internal marketing
– promotion KTU within the
institution
Web Platform and Site
development



Marketing
manager




Webdesigner



Background
 Extensive
licensing
or
business
experience,
science
background
 Experience
in
project
development,
application and
maintenance
 Business
building
experience

Availability and fits
☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities



Marketing,
science,
communications

☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities



Web
Platform
and
Site
development

☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities

☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
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Generally, neither scientists nor attorneys have the business skills necessary to
establish, organize, and manage a KTU. The director should have excellent
communication skills as well to effectively market innovations and to work
successfully with both internal constituents (researchers and administration) and
external partners (potential corporate licensees).
KTU operations require significant clerical and administrative support. Its activities
generate tremendous volumes of paper in the form of patent application drafts,
license agreements, project summaries, and marketing materials, as well as daily
correspondence with attorneys, potential licensees, and researchers. Project files
and filing systems must be prepared to manage the progress of ongoing work on
each innovation, which not only requires administrative support but also appropriate
computer and electronic database resources.
Unless the new KTU recruits an experienced technology transfer professional, the
new director and other staff members should be trained before operations begin.
An organized, motivated, highly skilled KTU team is the main goal by the
establishment. Therefore, the question of the personnel selection requires a carefully
designed approach.
Over the time, dynamic changes on the markets will demand for new services, so the
scalability of the provided services together with the possibility to expand the staff
number at KTU must be declared already by the establishment.

3.2.6 Services/Operations
The KTU will be considered as a service unit for the university citizens and for KhAI’s
ecosystem. The basic (minimum) activity areas of KTU as a service are the
followings:


Networking interface of university, a contact point for and to
companies/external partners with special focus on knowledge transfer to
the wider society (lifelong learning programmes, trainings and seminars)



R&D project
management)



Internal consultancy to assist university innovation to market
(commercialization) and internal Evaluation (IP management and market
research)

development

(grant

writing)

and

support

(project

The most effective scheme to organize the relationships between KTU and clients
and third parties are equal and mutually beneficial partner relationships. KTU must
pursue one goal: to help the clients to realize their needs - no matter if the KTU can
manage it by its own resources or need help from its network partners. All
participants will have benefits from this structure and implement a win-win situation.
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The following table shows the already existing activities at KhAI that can be
integrated and the new ones KTU intends to shape up during the establishment.
Activity

Exists and
integrable into KTU

Technology transfer
Innovation support
Entrepreneurship
Networking
Contact point for companies
Lifelong learning
Training seminars
IPR management
Curriculum development/support
Research project
development/support
Grant writing
Legal support
Internal consultancy to go on
market
Internal evaluation
Market research
Investor relations
Publication support

KTU intends to
shape up

☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒

The list of activities:


Access to the Network (strong network of partners, including universities
and industrial companies in Ukraine and the EU).



Employees upgrade qualifications.



Support in recruitment/job connection.



Trainings/Seminars, unique interdisciplinary courses



Support in project development, execution, submission and management.



Consulting services.



RPT-related services (3D modelling/printing of scale models
architecture and industry, education and medicine, jewel, etc.).



Participation in seminars, trainings and consulting of widely known and
internationally recognized authority in the industry.

for

Additional activities:


Professional expertise and assessment of the technologies/products
delivered to KTU



Contacting international technology transfer organizations/associations to
marketing the selected technologies



Arranging short professional trainings on demand (fee based)
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The KTU must control its communication about the new services especially the ones
without any or with thin experiences to gain trust among the university citizens and to
enhance the reliability of its services. On the website of KTU and its brochures only
the proven opportunities must be visible even it will be a very few at the beginning of
operation.
The most objective assessment of the offered services will be the positive
assessment of clients, and as a result, the growing demand for KTU’s services. The
demand, in turn, directly affects the sustainability of the KTU.
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3.3 P8 – UBS-NBU – University of Banking of the
National Bank of Ukraine
3.3.1 Focus
The Knowledge Transfer Unit (KTU) to be established will be considered as a service
unit to the university citizens. The basic (minimum) activity areas of KTU as a service
are the followings:


Networking interface of university, a contact point for and to
companies/external partners with special focus on knowledge transfer to
the wider society (lifelong learning programmes, trainings and seminars)



R&D project
management)



Internal Consultancy to assist university innovation to market
(commercialization) and internal evaluation (IP management and market
research)

development

(grant

writing)

and

support

(project

The KTU office will be a new department within the University. This structural unit is a
necessity for the University due to the fact that today there is a big gap in the
cooperation of Business (industry) - Education - Science. The KTU office is supposed
to connect these three components by realising the educational and scientific
potential of students and lecturers of our university;
The target groups of KTU:


industry representatives;



businesspeople;



students and alumni;



young researchers;



university teachers.

Industry representatives and businesspeople can contact the KTU office primarily for
research, assistance in solving local industrial problems by innovative unconventional
methods. KTU can also conduct various training seminars for staff training of
business and industry. Interaction with the KTU office will provide an opportunity for
business and industry partners to choose the best qualified staff among students and
alumni.
Teachers, students, alumni and young researchers can contact the KTU office
primarily with their innovative ideas and best practices that could potentially be
interesting for industry and business, to advise in the design of patents, to improve
their skill level by attending courses, seminars, and trainings. Also teachers,
students, alumni and young researchers can carry out orders of business and
industry, improve acquired skills gained while working and learning, solving practical
problems. University students and alumni also have the opportunity to communicate
with potential employers.
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3.3.2 Mission statement
The KTU serves as an interface between the university and the “outside world”
helping university citizens (teachers, researchers, students) with appropriate
knowledge transfer services to market their innovation and competencies.

3.3.3 Main goals
The KTU’s main task as a university unit to organize effective technology &
knowledge transfer and innovation support, together with strong networking capability
to foster cooperation with industry.
3.3.3.1 Area of specialization

KTU will give support to all demanded inquires related to knowledge transfer within
the university and its ecosystem but the core activities will focus on the following
areas of specialization:


IT-industry projects,



Green technologies,



Economics,



E-banking.

3.3.4 Policies and procedures
Overall policies related to KTU’s operation:


The Law of Ukraine "On higher education" (News of Supreme Council,
2014, N 37-38, cl.2004)



The Law of Ukraine "On scientific and scientific and technical activity"
(News of Supreme Council, 1992, N 12, p. 165)



The Law of Ukraine "On copyright and related rights" (News of Supreme
Council, 1994, N 13, p.64)



The Law of Ukraine "On protection of rights to inventions and utility
models" (News of Supreme Council, 1994, N 7, p 32)



The Law of Ukraine "On scientific parks" (News of Supreme Council, 2009,
N 51, p. 757)



The Law of Ukraine "On special regime of innovation activity of
technological parks" (News of Supreme Council, 1999, N 40, p.363)



The Law of Ukraine "On development and state support of small and
medium enterprises in Ukraine (News of Supreme Council, 2013, № 3, p.
23)



The Commercial Code of Ukraine (News of Supreme Council, 2003, № 18,
№ 19-20, № 21-22, p. 144
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Policies that need to be developed:
Name
Intellectual property
policy
Technology transfer
guides
Royalties distribution
schedule

Description
Describes policies relating to intellectual property
Describes the technology transfer processes for
personnel
Sets share of income received by inventor, inst.,
dept., lab

Existing forms, reports, agreements:
Name
Business plan template

Description
Guide for a founder on writing a business plan

Forms, reports, agreements that need to be developed:
Name

Description
disclosure Initial form describing the invention to KTU

Invention
form
Material
transfer
agreement
Originality of invention
assessment
Invention
assessment
sheet
Return of right letter

Sets conditions of use and IP ownership related to
materials sent to a 3rd party
Procedure to assess whether invention is truly
innovative and original
Scoreboard for evaluating inventions

Letter by which the institution gives up rights to the
invention
Non
confidential Invention description that can be freely circulated
summary
during marketing stage
Inventor spin-off option Pledge that institution will guarantee preferential rights
form
to spin-off formed by the inventor
Term sheet
Terms agreed-upon during negotiations with potential
licensee
License agreement
Legal document based on conditions agree in the
term sheet
Share
of
income Agreement between multiple inventors on distribution
agreement
of income
Royalty report
Keeps track of royalties distributed
According to the new KTU establishment all the existing policies and forms must be
revised and improved, especially the Business plan template.

3.3.5 Organization and staffing
The new university department for the support of knowledge transfer will operate as a
business oriented office within the university. Beside the set up of adequate and wellestablished business processes, all online and off-line communication and the overall
image of the KTU must represent this professional business orientation.
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At the beginning of its operation special initiatives must focus on dissemination and
information about the KTU’s services.
In the future, the high-quality work and the achieved respected results will be the
most important promotional tool for KTU and this will enhance the whole image of the
University.
KTU will be a direct subordinate unit of the Vice Rector for International Relations.

5. Fig. Location level of KTU in UBS-NBU

By the establishment a clear and transparent policy should guide the whole
implementation, especially deputing the supervising task and the reporting orders.
Staffing KTU is a major challenge. Engaging the right individual or individuals to
operate the office often is the factor that determines failure or success.
KTU employees need to bring many different competencies and qualifications to their
jobs: they need to have a good technical understanding of their fields of activity, and
corresponding training and degrees (in engineering, management etc.) are essential.
KTU staff needs to be able to understand the interests of scholars and faculty as well
as the needs of managers and engineers and to know the industry in order to be
effective in assessing the commercial potential and value of an invention, helping to
find users/customers for their technologies, negotiating and concluding contracts.
Two staff member would be the fewest number of positions to start with the
establishment of the KTU.
With the starting contributions of the experienced TTC employees, the roles could be
distributed among staff members. Four positions (6. Fig.) have been assigned to
cover the activities and operations of KTU.
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6. Fig. Opening KTU positions at UNS-NBU

The head of unit (director) and an administrator are the minimal requirement to start
the implementation. The following table shows the key roles and the related job
descriptions with the appropriate needs of competencies and the availability at UBSNBU.
KTU Roles
Director
(head
of
unit)

Job description
 Leads KTU team
 Oversees all KTU
operation
 Performs licensing and
marketing activity

Experienced
researcher





Project
Manager





Patent
manager



Marketing
manager




Webdesigner



Monitors and evaluates
projects
Functions as a major
liaison to scientists
Manages license
relationships
Links scientists with
industry leaders and
managers
Prepares business plans
Evaluates the institutions,
business opportunities
Oversees IP protection in
collaboration with external
patent attorneys
Supports the technology,
marketing activities
Manages internal
marketing – promotion
KTU within the institution
Web Platform and Site
development

Background
 Extensive
licensing or
business
experience,
science
background
 Prior licensing
experience
 Variety of
backgrounds,
mostly science
and legal
 Business
building
experience

Availability and fits
☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities



Legal



Marketing,
science,
communications

☐ Available
☐Some capacities
☒Need to hire
☐No capacities
☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities



Web Platform
and Site
development

☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities

☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
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Generally, neither scientists nor attorneys have the business skills necessary to
establish, organize, and manage a KTU. The director should have excellent
communication skills as well to effectively market innovations and to work
successfully with both internal constituents (researchers and administration) and
external partners (potential corporate licensees).
KTU operations require significant clerical and administrative support. Its activities
generate tremendous volumes of paper in the form of patent application drafts,
license agreements, project summaries, and marketing materials, as well as daily
correspondence with attorneys, potential licensees, and researchers. Project files
and filing systems must be prepared to manage the progress of ongoing work on
each innovation, which not only requires administrative support but also appropriate
computer and electronic database resources.
Unless the new KTU recruits an experienced technology transfer professional, the
new director and other staff members should be trained before operations begin.

3.3.6 Services/Operations
KTU will be considered as a service unit for the university citizens and for university’s
ecosystem. The basic (minimum) activity areas of KTU as a service are the
followings:


Networking interface of university, a contact point for and to
companies/external partners with special focus on knowledge transfer to
the wider society (lifelong learning programmes, trainings and seminars)



R&D project
management)



Internal consultancy to assist university innovation to market
(commercialization) and internal evaluation (IP management and market
research)

development

(grant

writing)

and

support

(project

KTU office will have the following features:


maximum contact with the members of each project;



extensive international connections allow project participants
productively as possible to realize their goals and objectives;



realization of adaptive consulting;

as

Each KTU client will be considered individually. It is obviously important to
understand exactly their needs and objectives. Quality management solutions will be
adopted to measure the success of the individually implemented solutions demanded
by the clients.
The continuous extension of the service portfolio is part of the planned operation.
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The operation will be based on:


Quality management (services);



Individual approach to the client;



Achievement of the desired results.

The following table shows the already existing activities at UBS-NBU that can be
integrated and the new ones KTU intends to shape up during the establishment.
Activity

Technology transfer
Innovation support
Entrepreneurship
Networking
Contact point for companies
Lifelong learning
Training seminars
IPR management
Curriculum development/support
Research project
development/support
Grant writing
Legal support
Internal consultancy to go on
market
Internal evaluation
Market research
Investor relations
Publication support

Exists and
integrable into KTU

KTU intends to
shape up

☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒

☒
☒
☒

☒
☒

☒
☒

KTU must control its communication about the new services especially the ones
without any or with thin experiences to gain trust among the university citizens and to
enhance the reliability of its services. On the website of KTU and its brochures only
the proven opportunities must be visible even it will be a very few at the beginning of
operation.
The most objective assessment of the offered services will be the positive
assessment of clients, and as a result the growing demand for KTU’s services. The
demand, in turn, directly affects the sustainability of the KTU.
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3.4 P9 – KhNU – Khmelnitskiy National University
3.4.1 Focus
The Knowledge Transfer Unit (KTU) to be established will be considered as a service
unit to the university citizens. The basic (minimum) activity areas of KTU as a service
are the followings:


Networking interface of university, a contact point for and to
companies/external partners with special focus on knowledge transfer to
the wider society (lifelong learning programmes, trainings and seminars)



R&D project
management)



Internal consultancy to assist university innovation to market
(commercialization) and internal evaluation (IP management and market
research)

development

(grant

writing)

and

support

(project

There is no strong relationship between academic and industrial partners in the
Khmelnitskiy region and the government decreases financing of universities from
year to year. That’s why it is very important to address questions such as how
academia and industry should cooperate, how to help university staff and university
departments to put their ideas into practice and to identify opportunities to get some
additional funding.
The main target groups of the KTU are researchers, students and industrial
partners. The main task for us is to connect researchers with industry. It could
happen in two ways. First, research results and know-how can be licensed or sold to
industry or the industry can be involved in research and development (contracted
R&D). Secondly, interesting projects with potential could turn to venture (spin-off,
start-up) which can lead to a new, university based business activity.
The new KTU will operate as a centre which helps the groups of researchers to
establish their own business. In the new Ukrainian reality this is a very timely and
actual problem. New opportunities and planned arrangements are declared by the
government to foster this kind of activities.
Moreover, what is more important, the university itself has a solid background and
preferences for IT industry. This part of the industry does not need additional
resources and complex hardware framework. Groups of students and researchers
can start their own business easily. There is no dedicated university unit, department
to support this kind of initiatives at KhNU.
Knowledge transfer and innovation support has not been performed by any unit or
department at KhNU before.
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3.4.2 Mission statement
The KTU supports KhNU’s researchers in putting innovative concepts into practice, to
protect and make use of them.

3.4.3 Main goals
The KTU’s main task as a unit of university is to organise effective technology &
knowledge transfer and innovation support, together with strong networking capability
to foster cooperation with industry. Its activities include lifelong learning solutions,
support to research projects and legal support.
Underlying objectives/philosophies:


Strong cooperation with industry (business)



Customers – people who want to make their ideas real and useful



KTU is the place where you can find answers and solutions



KTU provides a whole life-cycle solution from idea to market



Skilled and pro-active staff can make KTU successful



Wide relationships and network

3.4.3.1 Area of specialization

KhNU KTU will give support to all demanded inquires related to knowledge transfer
within the university and its ecosystem, but the core activities will focus on ICT
related domains.

3.4.4 Policies and procedures
Overall policies related to KTU’s operation:


The Law of Ukraine "On higher education" (News of Supreme Council,
2014, N 37-38, cl.2004)



The Law of Ukraine "On scientific and scientific and technical activity"
(News of Supreme Council, 1992, N 12, p. 165)



The Law of Ukraine "On copyright and related rights" (News of Supreme
Council, 1994, N 13, p.64)



The Law of Ukraine "On protection of rights to inventions and utility
models" (News of Supreme Council, 1994, N 7, p 32)



The Law of Ukraine "On scientific parks" (News of Supreme Council, 2009,
N 51, p. 757)



The Law of Ukraine "On special regime of innovation activity of
technological parks" (News of Supreme Council, 1999, N 40, p.363)



The Law of Ukraine "On development and state support of small and
medium enterprises in Ukraine (News of Supreme Council, 2013, № 3, p.
23)
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The Commercial Code of Ukraine (News of Supreme Council, 2003, № 18,
№ 19-20, № 21-22, p. 144

Existing policies and guidelines:
Name
Intellectual property
policy

Description
Describes policies relating to intellectual property

Policies that need to be developed:
Name
Technology transfer
guides
Royalties distribution
schedule

Description
Describes the technology transfer processes for
personnel
Sets share of income received by inventor, inst.,
dept., lab

Existing forms, reports, agreements:
Name
Invention
disclosure
form
Originality of invention
assessment
Invention
assessment
sheet

Description
Initial form describing the invention to KTU
Procedure to assess whether invention is truly
innovative and original
Scoreboard for evaluating inventions

Forms, reports, agreements that need to be developed:
Name

Description

Material
transfer Sets conditions of use and IP ownership related to
agreement
materials sent to a 3rd party
Return of right letter
Letter by which the institution gives up rights to the

invention
Invention description that can be freely circulated
during marketing stage
Pledge that institution will guarantee preferential rights
to spin-off formed by the inventor
Guide for a founder on writing a business plan
Terms agreed-upon during negotiations with potential
licensee
License agreement
Legal document based on conditions agree in the
term sheet
Share
of
income Agreement between multiple inventors on distribution
agreement
of income
Royalty report
Keeps track of royalties distributed
Non
confidential
summary
Inventor spin-off option
form
Business plan template
Term sheet

According to the new KTU establishment all the existing policies and forms must be
revised and improved, especially the intellectual property policy, invention disclosure
form, the originality of invention assessment and the invention assessment sheet.
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3.4.5 Organization and staffing
Traditionally, the centralised university bodies cannot reach the critical mass of
people within the institute. As a high level unit within the organisation in the beginning
of its operation, KhNU´s KTU would be “far away” from the faculties.
To reach the clients of the KTU, it is better to establish it within one of the faculties,
especially at the Faculty of Programming, Computer and Telecommunication
Systems.

7. Fig. Location level of KTU in KhNU

The KTU will be a middle level unit within the university, reporting directly to the Vice
rector on international relationships and formally supervised by the dean of the
faculty.
The following figure shows KTU’s connection with the main university bodies.
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8. Fig. KTU’s connections within KhNU

By the establishment a clear and transparent policy should guide the whole
implementation, especially deputing the supervising task and the reporting orders.
Staffing KTU is a major challenge. Engaging the right individual or individuals to
operate the office often is the factor that determines failure or success. As a start the
employees belonging to the faculty will contribute to KTU’s operations.
KTU employees need to bring many different competencies and qualifications to their
jobs: they need to have a good technical understanding of their fields of activity, and
corresponding training and degrees (in engineering, management etc.) are essential.
KTU staff needs to be able to understand the interests of scholars and faculty as well
as the needs of managers and engineers and to know the industry in order to be
effective in assessing the commercial potential and value of an invention, helping to
find users/customers for their technologies, negotiating and concluding contracts.
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Two staff member would be the fewest number of positions to start with the
establishment of the KTU. With the starting contributions of the faculty employees,
the roles could be distributed among the staff member. Six positions (9. Fig.) have
been assigned to cover the activities and operations of KTU.

9. Fig. Opening KTU positions at KhNU

The head of unit (director) and an administrator are the minimal requirement to start
the implementation. The following table shows the key roles and the related job
descriptions with the appropriate needs of competencies and the availability at KhNU.
KTU Roles

Job description

Background

Director
(head
of
unit)





Leads KTU team
Oversees all KTU operation
Performs licensing and
marketing activity



Licensing
manager



Monitors and evaluates
projects
Functions as a major
liaison to scientists
Manages license
relationships
Links scientists with
industry leaders and
managers
Prepares business plans
and models
Evaluates the institutions,
business opportunities
Oversees IP protection in
collaboration with external
patent attorneys





Legal

Supports the technology,
marketing activities
Manages internal marketing
– promotion KTU within the
institution
Develops and support web
portal
Manages database



Marketing,
science,
communications



Software
engineering
Project
implementation



Business
manager





Patent
manager



Marketing
manager




Software
engineer










Extensive
licensing
or
business
experience,
science
background
Prior
licensing
experience
Variety
of
backgrounds,
mostly
science
and legal
Business building
experience

Availability and
fits
☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities

☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
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The KTU will be established at the Faculty of Programming, Computer and
Telecommunication Systems. Faculty staff members with strong ICT background
provide the opportunity to use all advantages of up-to-date web and information
technologies.
During the implementation phase more experts from other domains (faculty) will be
involved as a network of expertise to the KTU’s operation.
Generally, neither scientists nor attorneys have the business skills necessary to
establish, organize, and manage a KTU. The director should have excellent
communication skills as well to effectively market innovations and to work
successfully with both internal constituents (researchers and administration) and
external partners (potential corporate licensees).
KTU operations require significant clerical and administrative support. Its activities
generate tremendous volumes of paper in the form of patent application drafts,
license agreements, project summaries, and marketing materials, as well as daily
correspondence with attorneys, potential licensees, and researchers. Project files
and filing systems must be prepared to manage the progress of ongoing work on
each innovation, which not only requires administrative support but also appropriate
computer and electronic database resources.
Unless the new KTU recruits an experienced technology transfer professional, the
new director and other staff members should be trained before operations begin.

3.4.6 Services/Operations
KhNU KTU will be considered as a service unit for the university citizens and for its
ecosystem. The basic (minimum) activity areas of KTU as a service unit are the
followings:


Networking interface of university, a contact point for and to
companies/external partners with special focus on knowledge transfer to
the wider society (trainings and seminars)



R&D project
management)



Internal Consultancy to assist university innovation to market
(commercialization) and internal evaluation (IP management and market
research)

development

(grant

writing)

and

support

(project

The most effective scheme to organize the relationships between KTU and clients
and third parties are equal and mutually beneficial partner relationships. KTU must
pursue one goal: to help the clients to realize their needs - no matter if the KTU can
manage it by its own resources own or needs help from its network partners. All
participants will have benefits from this structure and implement a win-win situation.
The following table shows the already existing activities at KhNU that can be
integrated and the new ones KTU intends to shape up during the establishment.
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Activity

Technology transfer
Innovation support
Entrepreneurship
Networking
Contact point for companies
Lifelong learning
Training seminars
IPR management
Curriculum development/support
Research project
development/support
Grant writing
Legal support
Internal consultancy to go on
market
Internal evaluation
Market research
Investor relations
Publication support
*Consultancy on legal support

KhNU
Exists and
integrable into KTU

KTU intends to
shape up

☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒

☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒

*KhNU has a department of Intellectual Property and its activity is mainly technical.
KTU will offer legal consultancy with practical approach and will cover IPR
management and additional support (IP strategy).
There are some activities which are covered already by other departments, but still
could be covered separately or coordinated by the KTU. For example, lifelong
learning is already covered by the Faculty of Correspondence and Distance Studies
in post graduate courses. But on the other hand, some departments outside the
Correspondence Faculty have developed special lectures and trainings for short term
courses (also in English). They can conduct those courses for small groups from
industry and business as well and KTU could coordinate and manage these courses
as a service.
At the beginning, KTU’s services will be in general based on consultancy activities
and networking. As planned, the KTU must provide services and solutions within the
whole life-cycle from the idea to commercialization.
At the moment the KTU can start providing only small amount of services. In the
future - as the KTU’s staff will become more skilled and experienced – the KTU can
provide activities within the whole life-cycle connected to academic and industry
cooperation.
KTU must control its communication about the new services especially the ones
without any or with thin experiences to gain trust among the university citizens and to
enhance the reliability of its services.
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3.5 P10 – KSMA – Kyiv State Maritime Academy
3.5.1 Focus
Creating new scientific achievements and knowledge together with higher education
are the two main activities at KSMA. Transferring knowledge like developing a market
ready product or carrying out services, demanded a dedicated unit to support
innovation at KSMA.
For this purposes a new university body, named Knowledge Transfer Unit
(hereinafter KTU) has been formed at KSMA according to the KSMA Rector Order №
08-04-146/3 on the 18th of April 2014.
The formally established KTU has been considered as a service unit to the university
citizens. The basic (minimum) activity areas of KTU as a service are the followings:


Networking interface of university, a contact point for and to
companies/external partners with special focus on knowledge transfer to
the wider society (lifelong learning programmes, trainings and seminars)



R&D project
management)



Internal consultancy to assist university innovation to market
(commercialization) and internal evaluation (IP management and market
research)

development

(grant

writing)

and

support

(project

The KTU’s objective is to transfer of knowledge including technologies, experience
and skills:


inside KSMA (professors and students),



from KSMA to external customers (business partners, employers, public
and scientific organizations, government),

and managing the relations between “internal” and “external” target groups,
facilitating the communications between them.

3.5.2 Mission statement
The KTU aims to promote and support the transfer of knowledge and technology
within the university on the one hand, and industry and society on the other hand. In
order to do this, KTU offers professional services and advice about legal, technical as
well as business-related issues.

3.5.3 Main goals
The KTU’s main task as a unit of university is to organize effective technology &
knowledge transfer and innovation support, together with strong networking capability
to foster cooperation with the industry. Its activities include lifelong learning solutions,
trainings and seminars, support of research projects, grant writing and legal support.
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Main objectives:


Monitoring of social and economic needs on regional, national and
international level to determine the prospective directions of innovation
abilities of KSMA;



Determine and support of promising results and achievements for
commercialization purposes;



Development and realization of life-long learning courses on the basis of
agreements between enterprises, organizations, state and public
authorities, educational establishments;



Internal academic knowledge transfer, development of culture and skills
among this sphere by KSMA;



Establishing and fostering communication between academic and industry
in financial and other economic subjects;



Development of an international knowledge transfer operation within
KSMA.

The KTU should become the ground of converting KSMA into an innovative university
in the near future, which relies on the concept of the knowledge triangle (interaction
between education, researches and innovations) for its development.
3.5.3.1 Area of specialization

The KTU at KSMA will give support to all demanded inquires related to knowledge
transfer within the university and its ecosystem.

3.5.4 Policies and procedures
Overall policies related to KTU’s operation:


The Law of Ukraine "On higher education" (News of Supreme Council,
2014, N 37-38, cl.2004)



The Law of Ukraine "On scientific and scientific and technical activity"
(News of Supreme Council, 1992, N 12, p. 165)



The Law of Ukraine "On copyright and related rights" (News of Supreme
Council, 1994, N 13, p.64)



The Law of Ukraine "On protection of rights to inventions and utility
models" (News of Supreme Council, 1994, N 7, p 32)



The Law of Ukraine "On scientific parks" (News of Supreme Council, 2009,
N 51, p. 757)



The Law of Ukraine "On special regime of innovation activity of
technological parks" (News of Supreme Council, 1999, N 40, p.363)
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The Law of Ukraine "On development and state support of small and
medium enterprises in Ukraine (News of Supreme Council, 2013, № 3, p.
23)



The Commercial Code of Ukraine (News of Supreme Council, 2003, № 18,
№ 19-20, № 21-22, p. 144

Existing policies and guidelines:
Name
Intellectual property
policy
Royalties distribution
schedule
Technology transfer
guides

Description
Describes policies relating to intellectual property
Sets share of income received by inventor, inst.,
dept., lab
Describes the technology transfer processes for
personnel

Policies that need to be developed:
Name
Use of facilities policy

Description
Describes the use of facilities and employees of the
university by external partners

Forms, reports, agreements that need to be developed:
Name
Use of facilities policy
Invention disclosure
form
Material transfer
agreement
Originality of invention
assessment
Invention assessment
sheet
Non confidential
summary
Business plan template
Term sheet
License agreement
Royalty report

Description
Describes the use of facilities and employees of the
university by external partners
Initial form describing the invention to KTU
Sets conditions of use and IP ownership related to
materials sent to a 3rd party
Procedure to assess whether invention is truly
innovative and original
Scoreboard for evaluating inventions
Invention description that can be freely circulated
during marketing stage
Guide for a founder on writing a business plan
Terms agreed-upon during negotiations with potential
licensee
Legal document based on conditions agree in the
term sheet
Keeps track of royalties distributed

According to the new KTU establishment all the existing policies and forms must be
revised and improved, especially the intellectual property policy, royalties distribution
schedule and the technology transfer guide.
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3.5.5 Organization and staffing
The KTU will be the focal point of the knowledge transfer network within KSMA.
The KTU integrates the existing structures of KSMA by cooperating and networking
with departments which conduct some functions in respect to knowledge transfer at
KSMA.
The following units already exist at KSMA and will partially participate in knowledge
transfer:


Research Support Sector (hereafter RSS),



Department of Intellectual Property (hereinafter DIP),



Students and Graduates Employment Support Department (hereinafter
ESD),



Faculty of Economics of Transport and International Department.

KTU will be a high level unit within the university reporting directly to the Rector.

10. Fig. Location level of KTU in KSMA

By the establishment a clear and transparent policy should guide the whole
implementation, especially deputing the supervising task and the reporting orders.
Staffing KTU is a major challenge. Engaging the right individual or individuals to
operate the office often is the factor that determines failure or success.
KTU employees need to bring many different competencies and qualifications to their
jobs: they need to have a good technical understanding of their fields of activity, and
corresponding training and degrees (in engineering, management etc.) are essential.
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KTU staff needs to be able to understand the interests of scholars and faculty as well
as the needs of managers and engineers and know the industry in order to be
effective in assessing the commercial potential and value of an invention, helping to
find users/customers for their technologies, negotiating and concluding contracts.
Staff members will:


provide market analyses for scientific researches, determine
customer’s needs and the existing competition trends;



perform research planning keeping in mind not only the subject of research
but also the customer’s needs, market demand and research expenses;



support research (KTU staff members will support the researchers to
determine the research price, the necessary experimental and test basis,
who may be the customers and how to distribute it);



provide valuable information to researches about the needs of industry and
business to secure the intellectual assets resulting from research at KSMA;



determine and evaluate R&D results;



promote commercial utilization to researches at KSMA.

the

KTU will make profitable bargains for selling the intellectual property rights of KSMA.
Two staff member would be the fewest number of positions to start with the
establishment of KTU. Five positions (11. Fig.) have been assigned to cover the
activities and operations of KTU.

11. Fig. Opening KTU positions at KSMA

The head of unit (director) and an administrator are the minimal requirement to start
the implementation. The following table shows the key roles and the related job
descriptions with the appropriate needs of competencies and the availability at
KSMA.

KTU Roles
Director
(head
of
unit)

Job description
 Leads KTU team
 Oversees all KTU operation
 Perform
licensing
and
marketing activity

Background
 Extensive
licensing
business
experience,
science
background

or

Availability and fits
☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
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Project
manager





Patent
manager


Business
manager





Software
engineer




KSMA

Provides support in
projects development,
application and
maintenance
Supports the technology,
marketing activities
Manages internal marketing
and promotion KTU within
the institution
Oversees IP protection in
collaboration with external
patent attorneys
Manages license
relationships
Links scientists with
industry leaders and
managers
Prepares business plans
and models
Evaluates the institutions,
business opportunities
Develops and supports web
portal
Manages
database,
softwares



Experience in
project
management,
development,
application and
maintenance
 Marketing,
science,
communications
 Legal

☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities



Business
building
experience

☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities



Marketing,
science,
communications

☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities

☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities

Generally, neither scientists nor attorneys have the business skills necessary to
establish, organize, and manage a KTU. The director should have excellent
communication skills as well to effectively market innovations and to work
successfully with both internal constituents (researchers and administration) and
external partners (potential corporate licensees).
KTU operations require significant clerical and administrative support. Its activities
generate tremendous volumes of paper in the form of patent application drafts,
license agreements, project summaries, and marketing materials, as well as daily
correspondence with attorneys, potential licensees, and researchers. Project files
and filing systems must be prepared to manage the progress of ongoing work on
each innovation, which not only requires administrative support but also appropriate
computer and electronic database resources.
Unless the new KTU recruits an experienced technology transfer professional, the
new director and other staff members should be trained before operations begin.

3.5.6 Services/Operations
KSMA KTU will be considered as a service unit for the university citizens and for
KSMA’s ecosystem. The basic (minimum) activity areas of KTU as a service are the
followings:


Networking interface of university, a contact point for and to
companies/external partners with special focus on knowledge transfer to
the wider society (lifelong learning programmes, trainings and seminars)



R&D project
management)

development

(grant

writing)

and

support

(project
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Internal consultancy to assist university innovation to market
(commercialization) and internal evaluation (IP management and market
research)

The most effective scheme to organize the relationships between KTU and clients
and third parties are the equal and mutually beneficial partner relationships. KTU
must pursue one goal: to help the clients to realize their needs - no matter if the KTU
can manage it by its own resources own or needs help from its network partners. All
participants will have benefits from this structure and implement a win-win situation.
The KTU will utilise various methods and activities for successful knowledge and
technologies transfer, commercialization of research results at university:


technology audit;



participation in exhibitions, conferences, workshops;



promotion and advertisement on KSMA website;



training, probation, internship for students;



researches and staff exchange between local institutions and beyond;



inquiries to potential customers.

The following table shows the already existing activities at KSMA that can be
integrated and the new ones KTU intends to shape up during the establishment.
Activity

Exists and
integrable into KTU

Technology transfer
Innovation support
Entrepreneurship
Networking
Contact point for companies
Lifelong learning
Training seminars
IPR management
Curriculum development/support
Research project
development/support
Grant writing
Legal support
Internal consultancy to go on
market
Internal evaluation
Market research
Investor relations
Publication support
*

KTU intends to
shape up

☒
☒

☒
☒
☒

☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒

☒*

☒

☒
☒*

☒
☒
☒
☒*

☒

existing services with little experiences
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The KTU must control its communication about the new services especially the ones
without any or with thin experiences to gain trust among the university citizens and to
enhance the reliability of its services. On the website of KTU and its brochures only
the proven opportunities must be visible even it will be a very few at the beginning of
operation.
The most objective assessment of the offered services will be the positive
assessment of clients, and as a result, the growing demand for KTU’s services. The
demand, in turn, directly affects the sustainability of the KTU.
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3.6 P11 – DSTU – Dniprodzerzhinsk State Technical
University
3.6.1 Focus
Innovation support is one of the minimum/core requirements of a successfully
functioning, modern higher education institution. The implementation of this support
is demanding a way of thinking about knowledge required for the development of
commercial products. To fulfil this demand it is necessary to create knowledge
transfer unit within university. Knowledge transfer is intended to provide the transfer
of technologies, experiences and skills from university to customers: enterprises,
public and state organizations and social sphere.
The formally established KTU has been considered as a service unit to the university
citizens. The basic (minimum) activity areas of KTU as a service are the followings:


Networking interface of university, a contact point for and to
companies/external partners with special focus on knowledge transfer to
the wider society (lifelong learning programmes, trainings and seminars)



R&D project
management)



Internal consultancy to assist university innovation to market
(commercialization) and internal evaluation (IP management and market
research)

development

(grant

writing)

and

support

(project

The KTU unit works with two target groups of customers:


"Internal": teaching staff, researchers and students of DSTU;



"External": business partners, employers (representatives of industrial
enterprises, large and small business), representatives of public
organizations and government, the graduates.

For customers of the “internal” target group, the KTU unit performs knowledge
transfer within the University, which is implemented in three phases:
1. initiation,
2. movement (flow)
3. and integration.
Furthermore, the KTU monitors socioeconomic request on the regional, national and
international levels in order to identify promising areas of application for the
innovative potential of “internal” target group representatives.
The KTU provides customers interaction among the “internal” and “external” target
groups, and creates communications between them. It acts as a contact point for
representatives of the “external” target group of customers.
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3.6.2 Mission statement
The KTU serves as an interface between the university and the “outside world”
helping university citizens (teachers, researchers, students) with appropriate
knowledge transfer services to market their innovation and competencies.

3.6.3 Main goals
The KTU’s main task is to organize effective technology & knowledge transfer and
innovation support together with strong networking capabilities to foster cooperation
with industry. Its activities include lifelong learning solutions, trainings and seminars,
support of research projects, grant writing and legal support.
DSTU wants to present KTU as a university unit which provides advisory services on
a wide range of topics in the field of scientific, technological and business activities.
3.6.3.1 Area of specialization

The KTU at DSTU will give support to all demanded inquires related to knowledge
transfer within the university and its ecosystem.

3.6.4 Policies and procedures
Overall policies related to KTU’s operation:


The Law of Ukraine "On higher education" (News of Supreme Council,
2014, N 37-38, cl.2004)



The Law of Ukraine "On scientific and scientific and technical activity"
(News of Supreme Council, 1992, N 12, p. 165)



The Law of Ukraine "On copyright and related rights" (News of Supreme
Council, 1994, N 13, p.64)



The Law of Ukraine "On protection of rights to inventions and utility
models" (News of Supreme Council, 1994, N 7, p 32)



The Law of Ukraine "On scientific parks" (News of Supreme Council, 2009,
N 51, p. 757)



The Law of Ukraine "On special regime of innovation activity of
technological parks" (News of Supreme Council, 1999, N 40, p.363)



The Law of Ukraine "On development and state support of small and
medium enterprises in Ukraine (News of Supreme Council, 2013, № 3, p.
23)



The Commercial Code of Ukraine (News of Supreme Council, 2003, № 18,
№ 19-20, № 21-22, p. 144
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Existing policies and guidelines:
Name
Intellectual property
policy
Technology transfer
guides

Description
Describes policies relating to intellectual property
Describes the technology transfer processes for
personnel

Policies that need to be developed:
Name
Use of facilities policy
Royalties distribution
schedule

Description
Describes the use of facilities and employees of the
university by external partners
Sets share of income received by inventor, inst.,
dept., lab

Forms, reports, agreements that need to be developed:
Name
Invention disclosure
form
Material transfer
agreement
Originality of invention
assessment
Invention assessment
sheet
Return of right letter
Business plan template
Share of income
agreement
Royalty report

Description
Initial form describing the invention to KTU
Sets conditions of use and IP ownership related to
materials sent to a 3rd party
Procedure to assess whether invention is truly
innovative and original
Scoreboard for evaluating inventions
Letter by which the institution gives up rights to the
invention
Guide for a founder on writing a business plan
Agreement between multiple inventors on distribution
of income
Keeps track of royalties distributed

According to the new KTU establishment all the existing policies and forms must be
revised and improved, especially the intellectual property policy and the technology
transfer guide.

3.6.5 Organization and staffing
The KTU was created as a division of the R&D department.
The KTU establishes close relationships with existing structural units of the
university, utilizing their potential, experiences and practice for the implementation of
different services, providing knowledge transfer. KTU cooperates and partially
integrates the functions of the following units:


research department (departments of organizational and information
support, the intellectual property questions unit),
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study department, career planning center and the center of new
information technologies (quality management laboratory of higher
education).

The KTU will be a high level unit within the university, supervised by the Vice Rector
of Scientific Work.

DSTU

Rector
Vice Rector for
Education

Vice Rector for
Research

Scientific and
Research
Department

KTU

Organisation of
Managment

Organisation of
Information

IPR Managment

International
activities
12. Fig. Location level of KTU in DSTU
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By the establishment a clear and transparent policy should guide the whole
implementation, especially deputing the supervising task and the reporting orders.
Staffing KTU is a major challenge. Engaging the right individual or individuals to
operate the office often is the factor that determines failure or success.
KTU employees need to bring many different competencies and qualifications to their
jobs: they need to have a good technical understanding of their fields of activity, and
corresponding training and degrees (in engineering, management etc.) are essential.
KTU staff needs to be able to understand the interests of scholars and faculty as well
as the needs of managers and engineers and know the industry in order to be
effective in assessing the commercial potential and value of an invention, helping to
find users/customers for their technologies, negotiating and concluding contracts.
KTU staff acts as catalyst of research marketing: it analyzes the research and
development market, it researches what customers want and what competitors are
offering.
KTU employees help researchers to determine the cost of the planned research,
which kind of experimental and testing facilities are needed. During the
implementation of the research KTU employees encourage the scientists of the
University to produce results that are useful for industry and secure their intellectual
assets resulting from research.
In addition, KTU employees are engaged in the formation of a “knowledge transfer
culture”.
Two staff member would be the fewest number of positions to start with the
establishment of KTU. Six positions (13. Fig.) have been assigned to cover the
activities and operations of KTU.

13. Fig. Opening KTU positions at DSTU

The head of unit (director) and an administrator are the minimal requirement to start
the implementation. The following table shows the key roles and the related job
descriptions with the appropriate needs of competencies and the availability at
DSTU.
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Director (head
of unit)

Job description
 Leads KTU team
 Oversees all KTU operation
 Performs licensing and
marketing activity

Patent
manager



Oversees IP protection in
collaboration with external
patent attorneys

Business
manager



Links scientists with
industry leaders and
managers
Prepares business plans
and models
Evaluates the institutions,
business opportunities
Supports the technology,
marketing activities
Manages internal marketing
– promotion KTU within the
institution
Works with equipment and
software



Marketing
manager




Software
Engineer



Administrator
(2 people)



Work with papers and
documents

DSTU

Background
 Extensive
licensing or
business
experience,
science
background
 Legal

Availability and fits
☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities



Business
building
experience



Marketing,
science,
communicatio
ns

☐ Available
☒Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities



Programming



Administratio
n, PC skills

☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities
☒ Available
☐Some capacities
☐Need to hire
☐No capacities

Generally, neither scientists nor attorneys have the business skills necessary to
establish, organize, and manage a KTU. The director should have excellent
communication skills as well to effectively market innovations and to work
successfully with both internal constituents (researchers and administration) and
external partners (potential corporate licensees).
KTU operations require significant clerical and administrative support. Its activities
generate tremendous volumes of paper in the form of patent application drafts,
license agreements, project summaries, and marketing materials, as well as daily
correspondence with attorneys, potential licensees, and researchers. Project files
and filing systems must be prepared to manage the progress of ongoing work on
each innovation, which not only requires administrative support but also appropriate
computer and electronic database resources.
Unless the new KTU recruits an experienced technology transfer professional, the
new director and other staff members should be trained before operations begin.
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3.6.6 Services/Operations
DSTU KTU will be considered as a service unit for the university citizens and for
DSTU’s ecosystem. The basic (minimum) activity areas of KTU as a service are the
followings:


Networking interface of university, a contact point for and to
companies/external partners with special focus on knowledge transfer to
the wider society (lifelong learning programmes, trainings and seminars)



R&D project
management)



Internal consultancy to assist university innovation to market
(commercialization) and internal evaluation (IP management and market
research)

development

(grant

writing)

and

support

(project

Implementation of these services will contribute to the development of the knowledge
transfer support infrastructure, including the system of interaction with external
companies, organizations and academic institutions.
KTU helps to create effective research teams uniting representatives of various
activity spheres, scientific schools, departments and units of the University.
The following table shows the already existing activities at DSTU that can be
integrated and the new ones KTU intends to shape up during the establishment.
Activity

Technology transfer
Innovation support
Entrepreneurship
Networking
Contact point for companies
Lifelong learning
Training seminars
IPR management
Curriculum development/support
Research project
development/support
Grant writing
Legal support
Internal consultancy to go on
market
Internal evaluation
Market research
Investor relations
Publication support

Exists and
integrable into KTU

KTU intends to
shape up

☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒

☒

☒
☒
☒
☒
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The KTU must control its communication about the new services especially the ones
without any or with thin experiences to gain trust among the university citizens and to
enhance the reliability of its services. On the website of KTU and its brochures only
the proven opportunities must be visible even it will be a very few at the beginning of
operation.
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4 Conclusion
Knowledge transfer offices exist in all shapes and sizes around the world, ranging
from a part-time individual at a small research organization, to offices with several
hundred professionals, to a contracted third-party organization that manages an
occasional innovation with commercial potential. Furthermore, the organisational
structure of the office, the scope of activities, and many other operational factors vary
from office to office.

4.1 Observations
None of the KTUs decided to add the support for entrepreneurship as a starting
service or functions to develop during the project, which makes sense by having no
record or any available experience to integrate it at the beginning. Only KhAI and
KhNU indicated to develop it after the starting phase of the implementation.
There are common experiences like curriculum development and support - an area in
which all the partner universities have experiences and which will be integrated into
their KTU’s service portfolio.
Besides the common potential for co-operation among KTUs, a special focus has to
be laid on the missing experiences of PCUs – during the establishment and
especially during the development phase – like entrepreneurship support, go to
market consultancy, internal evaluation, market research, investor relations etc.
Market research has the highest priority among KTUs although most of the partners
are lacking with experiences in this field. All of them indicated to start their service
portfolio with market research.
PCUs have legal departments within their organisation so - as expected - legal
support is the least prioritized area compared to the other services that were listed.
The possible fields of cooperation and exchange opportunities of experiences are
demonstrated in the Appendix.

4.2 Recommendations for Strategy Adaptation
Obtain high-level support
The teams in each PCU establishing KTUs need to obtain and assure high level
support within the institute. To ensure long term commitment for adaptation from
university decision-makers, raising awareness might be necessary at first.
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Set up the process
Establish a core team for adaptation
To sustain an adaptation process in the long term, a clear mandate for the
management of the adaptation process should be given to an organisation or
a smaller group of people employed by the university.
Members of the core team should have longstanding experiences with
technology and knowledge transfer-related issues and should be qualified to
cover a broad range of issues that might be relevant for the adaptation
process.
Liaise with other relevant university bodies
All relevant university bodies (e.g. responsible for legal issues, external
relationship, R&D&I, finance, education, etc.) need to be informed and
occasionally involved in the adaptation process.
Identify affected stakeholders and involve them in the adaptation
process
Cooperation with relevant stakeholders, including business partners, R&D
institutes, funding agencies, government or the private sector, can be set up
with different levels of involvement, e.g. access to information, consultation on
specific issues of concern to participatory involvement throughout the whole
process.
The level of involvement can also change over the course of the adaptation
process (e.g. high level when defining specific objectives vs. low level when
working on an internal evaluation scheme).
But when starting the process, the aims of the process as well as the role of
stakeholders need to be clear and communicated in order to manage
expectations.

Collect information
Identify ongoing activities with relevance for adaptation
Adaptation should not be performed in isolation. Relevant instruments and
ongoing adaptation actions (although possibly not carried out under the
headline of “knowledge transfer”) in place should be identified.
Explore good practices within or outside the university
Adaptation practices that work well in one area can usually be transferred to
tackle similar situations in other areas. However, the performance of individual
measures may depend on the scope of the problem and the specific scale of
implementation.
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Communicate and raise awareness
Clarify the terminology
When working with other university bodies and stakeholders, but also when
informing the general public on the issue of adaptation, important terms need
to be clarified in order to build a common language and reach a common
understanding.
Communicate the needs for adaptation
This should be undertaken within and outside the university in order to raise
awareness, enhance acceptance and motivate to take adaptation actions.

4.3 Recommendations for Implementation
It is recommended that each partner university KTU clearly identifies goals, activities
and target groups. This exercise is very useful in long run and, first of all, could
create grounds for development of KTU strategic development plan for the project
period and beyond.
This process could be started with identification of strong (priority) areas for each
partner university. As a result, it could be possible to select subject areas where
particular university has a strong R&D potential together with the specific activities
towards the stakeholders. Clear identification of the stakeholders/target groups could
be the next working component followed with definition of specific/actions activities
towards each group. Nature of the activities shall also be defined: on-time action,
regular activity, public event, etc.
It is also recommended that partner universities pay attention to regional cooperation.
As the partner universities from Ukraine represent various regions of the country,
they shall identify partners on their respective regions and work hard on establishing
themselves as a strong player capable of integrating efforts of academia, industry
and public sector towards sustainable development of the region especially in
creation of the knowledge economy and promoting innovations.
KTU at the partner universities should promote their services and neutral, impartial
approach inside the university in order to become a trusted party and attract various
research teams, student organisations and individual researches in the innovative
activities. For this purpose, the KTU shall develop a clear statement on neutrality and
openness and convey it actively inside their respective universities.
KTUs shall also seek cooperation with other HEIs in the region in order to establish a
strong cluster for supporting knowledge society development on a regional level. This
will also create contribute to creation of a developing learning environment for the
students coming from different universities and, consequently, different academic
cultures and enable their joint work in sustainable innovations.
«»
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KTUs shall be allies of both HEIs and the surrounding regional key partners. They
should be adapted to both necessities. A deep understanding of their current
resources, capabilities and priorities are musts for the correct deployment of the
project and its sustainability and durability beyond the project’s timeframe.
Key success and failure initiatives, past actions and strategic approaches in existing
KTUs among European partners should serve as guiding principles for the Ukrainian
partners.
One of the major challenges relies in the fact of gathering the right information that
permits adapting general strategies to partners’ idiosyncrasy being able also to cope
with already existing realities.
Good communication process is a key success factor in achieving the proposed
results.
«»
One of the roles of the KTU center should be that they serve as interface between
the labour market and the university, i.e. between the companies and the curriculum
development office (or a similar unit responsible for curriculum development,
depending on the specific university). Since they stand between these two
stakeholders through their usual activities, they should use and strengthen this role
by gathering input from the industry and transferring it to the university. One of their
activities should be gathering the information from the industry (in a formal or nonformal manner) regarding their needs in order to provide input for the universities.
This input should serve universities in the process of curriculum development, i.e.
they will know what is requested by the labour market and this information should be
used for defining the competences which students should acquire during their studies
in order to be prepared for the labour market (i.e. in order to increase their
employability). KTUs should be universities’ link to the labour market.
This role of KTUs should especially be evident in the second part of this project, thus
in the process of development of the interdisciplinary curricula. In this stage of the
project they should work closely with the curriculum development units (or alike), by
cooperating with the companies at the same time.
Aggregating the given answers from PCUs together with the experiences from EU
partners make clear that the cooperation among the KTUs right at the very beginning
of their operation – exchanging their existing practices and methodologies – would
accelerate the effective setting up process.
KTUs already have a lot of experiences and expertise to build upon. Joint efforts to
communicate this expertise to external stakeholders, can help to better
develop a branding and shape up a strong profile of KTUs in the public. It may
be useful in this context, to identify strengths/areas where much expertise has been
gained already (such as curriculum development) and to communicate this
accordingly – e.g. by offering joint services or collecting good practices from different
KTUs in a specific field.
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A national network of KTUs would also contribute to the sustainability of results as
envisaged in this Tempus project. During the implementation process a common
platform should be elaborated to combine the activities of the KTUs. This platform
could become an association of the university based knowledge transfer units in
Ukraine later on realising the KTUs as a network of excellence, facilitating the
exchange of ideas and expertise and strengthen the network of KTUs, as a potential
interface representing their interests against governmental and non-governmental
organisations.
It may be useful to provide a space within the project workspace for the
exchange of already available tools (policies, forms and guides) of KTUs.
Provided that all KTUs upload their existing tools, a number of examples would be
available which could assist PCUs in the development of missing tools. Similarly,
PCUs may want to use the project workspace to share ToRs for hiring required
personnel. If preferable, PCUs may also propose other platforms for a continuous
exchange of experience among KTUs.
The individual strategies show that most PCUs have decided to opt for the KTU to be
institutionally anchored closely to the Rectorate. As discussed also during the kick of
meeting in Graz, each option has its advantages and disadvantages. Being
institutionally close to the Rectorate has many advantages, but may potentially also
impact on the flexibility of KTUs. As it will be essential for the functioning of the
KTUs to remain flexible, independent and to be able to respond to emerging
demands from a variety of stakeholders, it is suggested to closely look at potential
barriers for the KTU’s functioning and develop corresponding mitigation
strategies, in particular when developing business plans for the KTUs.
Based on the services each KTU will focus on and the capacities that are already
available, it is suggested for each KTU to identify those thematic areas where
further capacity building measures will be required most urgently. (For this
purpose, a questionnaire may be developed and inputs coordinated by the leader of
WP2 (dedicated to capacity building of KTUs) or WP1). Areas of concern to
all/most PCUs (such as e.g. market research) could be possibly addressed at the
trainings planned at the BME envisaged for January 2015: According to the
project handbook, the training is supposed to focus on the business component and
will address business consulting. It may be considered though to expand the
envisaged topic based on expressed and urgent needs of PCUs. In addition, PCUs
may consider organising small national seminars (also in the format of cost
neutral/low cost webinars) to address areas which are of concern to only a few
PCUs and where at least one PCU could provide guidance and perform the
function of a trainer.
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5.1 Service portfolio of KTUs
The left side of the table below shows the existing functions/services PCUs have already at their institute and on the right side the
ones that will be developed in the course of the project. The institutes appearing in the middle column are the ones who could advise
the other PCUs given their already available experiences.
KHAI

UBSNBU

Experiences @

ISTU

KHAI

UBSNBU

☐

☐

☒

☐

☐

KHNU
KHAI, UBS_NBU,
DSTU
ISTU

☒

☒

☒

☐

☒

☒

☒

☒

☒

☐

☐

☒

☐

☒

☐

☒

☒

☐

☒
☒

☐
☒

☐
☒

☐
☐

☐
☐

☐
☐

☒
☒

☐
☒

☒
☐

☐
☒

☐
☒

Entrepreneurship

KHAI, UBS_NBU

☐
☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

☒

☒

KSMA, DSTU

☐

☒

☒

☒

☒

☐

Contact point for
companies

☒

☐

☐

☒

☒

☒

☐

☒

☒

☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

☒

☐

☒

☐

☒

☒

☐

☐

☒

☒

☒

KHNU, KSMA,
DSTU
KHAI, UBS_NBU,
DSTU
KSMA, DSTU

☒

☒

☒

IPR management

☒

☒

☐

☒

☒

☐

☒

☐

IPR management

Curriculum
dev./support

☒

☒

☒

☒

☒

☒

ALL PARTNERS

☐

☒

☒

☐

☒

☐

Curriculum
dev./support

☒

☒

☒

☒

☒

☒

☐

☒

☐

☒

☐

Research project
dev./support

☒

☒

☐

☒

☒

☒

☒

☐

☒

☒

☐

Legal support

☒

☒

☐

☒

☒

☒

KHAI, KSMA,
DSTU
KHAI, UBS_NBU,
KSMA, DSTU
KHNU

☐

☐

☐

*

☐

☐

Legal support

Internal consultancy
to go on market

☒

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

ISTU

☐

☒

☐

☒

☒

☒

Internal consultancy
to go on market

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

ISTU

☒

☐
☐
☒

☒
☐
☒

☒
☒
☒

☐
☒
☒

☒
☒
☒

☒
☒
☐

☒
☒
☒

☐

☒

☒

☒

☒

☒

☐

☐

☒

☒

☐

EXIST by START

ISTU

Technology transfer
Innovation support
Entrepreneurship
Networking
Contact point for
companies
Lifelong learning
Training seminars

Research project
dev./support
Grant writing

Internal evaluation
Market research
Investor relations
Publication support

☒

*

KHNU KSMA DSTU

exist but cannot be integrated to KTU

ISTU
KHAI
KHNU, KSMA,
DSTU

*

KHNU KSMA

DSTU DEVELOP@KTU
Technology transfer
Innovation support

Networking

Lifelong learning
Training seminars

Grant writing

Internal evaluation
Market research
Investor relations
Publication support

Consultancy on legal support
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5.2 Tools (policies, forms, guides) of KTUs
The table shows what tools the PCUs already have (+), what they have already but need to be improved (+-), and what additional
ones are (-) needed in their KTU. The last column on the right shows the PCUs that could provide advice to other PCUs by sharing
available tools and thus supporting the other KTUs.
Tools

Description (+)exists, (+-) to improve, (-) to
develop

Intellectual property policy

Describes policies relating to intellectual property

Other related policies

Policies for, e.g., use of facilities and employees by spinoffs

ISTU

KHAI

UBSNBU

+

+

-

+

-

-

-

Royalties distribution schedule Sets share of income received by inventor, dept., lab

KHNU KSMA

DSTU

Experiences @

+

+

ISTU, KHAI, KHNU,
KSMA, DSTU

-

-

-

EU partners

-

-

+

-

KSMA

Technology transfer guides

Describes the technology transfer processes for staff

+

+-

-

-

+

+

KHAI, KSMA, DSTU

Invention disclosure form

Initial form describing the invention to KTU

-

+

-

+

-

-

ISTU, KHAI, KHNU

Material transfer agreement

Sets conditions of use and IP ownership related to
materials sent to a 3rd party

-

-

-

-

-

-

EU partners

Originality of invention
assessment

Procedure to assess whether invention is truly innovative
and original

-

+-

-

+

-

-

KHAI, KHNU

Invention assessment sheet Scoreboard for evaluating inventions

-

-

-

+

-

-

KHNU

Return of right letter

Letter by which the institution gives up rights

-

-

-

-

-

EU partners

Non confidential summary

Invention description that can be freely circulated

-

+-

-

-

+

KHAI,DSTU

Inventor spin-off option
form

Pledge that institution will guarantee preferential rights to
spin-off formed by the inventor

-

-

-

Business plan template

Guide for a founder on writing a business plan

-

+

-

-

-

UBS-NBU

Term sheet

Terms agreed-upon during negotiations with potential licensee

-

-

-

-

+

DSTU

License agreement

Legal document based on conditions (term sheet)

-

-

-

-

+

DSTU

Share of income agreement

Agreement between multiple inventors on distribution of
income

-

-

-

-

+

-

KSMA

Royalty report

Keeps track of royalties distributed

-

-

-

-

-

-

EU partners

-

-

EU partners
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5.3 KTU staffing
The following table provides an overview of selected (demanded) job profiles and the available competencies related to KTUs. The green cells
mean that the PCU has already a specific skill or competency. The yellow cell means that there is personal with the required skills and
competences within the organisation, but they cannot cover the given role entirely. The red cells show the dedicated need for a specific
competence. The last column on the right shows possible project partners with experiences in knowledge exchange.
KTU Roles
Director
Licensing
manager
Business
manager

Job description
Leads KTU team. Oversees all KTU op.
Perform licensing and marketing activity.
Monitors and evaluates projects. Functions
as a major liaison to scientists. Manages
license relationships.
Links scientists with industry leaders and
managers. Prepare business plans.
Evaluates the institutions, business
opportunities.

Patent
manager

Oversees IP protection in collaboration with
external patent attorneys

Project
Manager

Provides support in projects development,
application and maintenance

Marketing
manager

Supports the technology, marketing
activities. Manages internal marketing –
promotion KTU within the institution

Web-designer

Web Platform and Site development

Administrator

Work with papers and documents

Technician

Work with equipment

Software
engineer

Develop and support web portal. Manages
database.

Experienced
researcher

Monitors and evaluates projects. Functions
as a major liaison to scientists. Manages
license relationships.

ISTU
☒Some
capacities

KHAI

UBS_NBU

☒ Available

☒ Available

KHNU
☒Some
capacities

KSMA
☒Some
capacities

DSTU
☒Some
capacities

☒Some
capacities

☒Some
capacities
☒ Available

☒Some
capacities

☒ Available

☒ Need to
hire
☒ Available

☒ Available

☒ Available

☒ Available

☒ Available

☒ Available

☒ Available

KHAI, UBS-NBU
KHNU

☒ Available

☒Some
capacities

Experiences @

☒Some
capacities

☒Some
capacities

KHAI

☒Some
capacities

☒Some
capacities

KHNU

☒Some
capacities
☒Some
capacities

KHAI, UBS-NBU
☒Some
capacities

KHAI, UBS-NBU
ISTU, KHAI,
UBS-NBU

☒ Available

DSTU
ISTU

☒ Available
☒ Available

☒ Available

☒Some
capacities

☒ Available

KHNU, DSTU
UBS-NBU
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